PROVEN
TECHNOLOGY,
MULTIPLE FEATURES
ITAB ALPHAGATE

Regardless of what requirements you
have, ITAB AlphaGate is undoubtedly
the answer. It’s versatility makes it the
suitable gated access control solution
for virtually all situations. It has a comprehensive feature set for entry as well
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as exit use and design options that
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DESIGN You can adapt and
customize the AlphaGate to
perfectly suit your own brand.
LED-lighting, engravings,
chrome, stainless steel or
painted finishes are only some
of the choices available.

makes it fit and work effectively practiQUALITY AlphaGate is based on
a robust design with well-proven
mechanics, giving durable performance and low maintenance
and life-cycle costs.
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FLEXIBILITY AlphaGate
is the flexible choice for
virtually any application;
the numerous operational
modes and design options
make AlphaGate a truly
universal solution.

AlphaGate controls multiple-gate configurations
with GateCOM and can
interface with fire alarms,
SCO and POS-systems.

Automatic gates
with 0-180° operation
and control options
for a wide range of
applications.

A number of
opening controls
are available to suit
your circumstances.

Gates with adjustable
open times can be finetuned for perfect performance in each case.

cally anywhere.
A SAFE CHOICE

ITAB AlphaGate offers future-proof functionality
in a proven construction. With AlphaGate you can
keep both your business and your customers safe.
Configurations for Standard, Welcome, Secure
and Self-Checkout modes provide the right combination of accessibility and security.
The anti-panic feature with adjustable settings
and fire alarm connectivity ensures customer safety.
This is further reinforced by the child-safe option
that prevents customers from being hit or pinched
by gate-arms when they open.

ITAB ALPHAGATE

GREAT CHOICE OF VARIANTS
AND OPTIONAL FEATURES
ITAB AlphaGate has a 180°

CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

action that allows controlled

AlphaGate comes with a wide range
of control alternatives, for either
standalone functionality or for
remote management.
GateCOM software allows manual control but also provides settings for a wide range of functions;
for example, for adjustable opening
times, linking/synchronizing of
multiple gates and cleaning-mode
for full accessibility.
Opening controls are available
through control-panels or wireless
remotes, built-in radar, photo-electric
cells, overhead sensors/trackers and
external relays.

panic exits with automatic
reset. It also provides versatility with the same post
being reversible for default
passage in any direction
and placement on the left
or right hand.
You can select in-gate arm options
with metal bars in different widths
and heights, and with or without
acrylic signage.
Premium glass arm alternatives
can be engraved with text or logos;
optional LED-lighting can increase

GATE ARMS available
in several variants; glass,
stainless steel or metal
with chrome or powdercoated finishing.

functional clarity by signalling
green for open, red for closed and
flashing lights to indicate blockage
or trespassing.
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SAFETY. Developed
with the highest safety
standards in mind,
AlphaGate comes as
standard with a ChildSafe function. ADS can
also be connected.

IN ”WELCOME” MODE
gates are open by default
and only close in case of
irregular exit attempts.

G
PANIC FUNCTIONALITY.
A safety feature that
allows force opening
when a set level of
momentum is reached.
The gate also has a
Auto Panic Reset feature.
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